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ABSTRACT

Multiple Alignment is a new interface for performing and analyzing

multiple protein structure alignments. It enables viewing levels of

sequence and structure similarity on the aligned structures and per-

forming a variety of evolutionary and bioinformatic tasks, including the

construction of structure-based phylogenetic trees and minimal basis

sets of structures that best represent the topology of the phylogenetic

tree. It is implementedasaplugin forVMD(VisualMolecularDynamics),

which is distributed by the NIH Resource for Macromolecular Modeling

and Bioinformatics at the University of Illinois.

Availability: Both binary and source code downloads for VMD 1.83,

which includes Multiple Alignment, are available from http://www.ks.

uiuc.edu/Research/vmd/. The Multidimensional QR factorization algo-

rithm is available at http://www.scs.uiuc.edu/~schulten/software.html

Contact: multiseq@scs.uiuc.edu

1 INTRODUCTION

Multiple Alignment is an extension to VMD (Visual Molecular

Dynamics) (Humphrey et al., 1996) for structural phylogenetic

analysis. It carries out the multiple structural alignment of homo-

logous proteins and expresses the comparisons in terms of a

distance-based phylogenetic tree using two different structural

metrics. It also includes a QR factorization of the alignment matrix

to identify a non-redundant set of structures that represent the varia-

tion observed in the structural phylogenetic tree. The extension was

primarily designed to facilitate evolutionary and bioinformatic

investigations of the type described in O’Donoghue and Luthey-

Schulten (2003, 2005) on the evolution of structure in the

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (AARSs). To this end, it provides a

number of tools for analyzing conservation among the multiple

structures and their associated sequences. These tools allow users

to correlate changes in structure with corresponding changes in the

sequences of homologous proteins.

2 EVOLUTIONARY ANALYSIS OF
STRUCTURES

Evolutionary analysis of multiple structures is most meaningful

when carried out on single, functional domains or the longest homo-

logous regions among a set of related proteins. The ASTRAL

compendium (Brenner et al., 2000) (available at http://astral.

berkeley.edu) provides PDB format structure files broken down by

protein domain as determined by the SCOP database (Murzin et al.,
1995) and is strongly recommended for use in this type of analysis.

3 MULTIPLE STRUCTURAL ALIGNMENTS

The multiple structural alignments are carried out using the program

STAMP (Russell and Barton, 1992), which minimizes the Ca

distance between aligned residues in each molecule through

globally optimal rigid-body transformations. STAMP is used by

the HOMSTRAD (Mizuguchi et al., 1998) and PALI (Sujatha

et al., 2001) databases to generate the protein structure align-

ments, and more recently it has been used in a series of papers

to construct structure-based phylogenetic trees (O’Donoghue and

Luthey-Schulten, 2003, 2005; Sethi et al., 2005; O’Donoghue et al.,
2006). In our implementation, the STAMP algorithm first applies a

rough alignment derived simply by aligning the N-terminal ends of

the first protein to all the others.

From this initial superposition, the multiple struc-

ture alignment follows a procedure similar to tree-based multiple

sequence alignment. Each pair of structures is aligned, and simi-

larity scores are calculated to derive a dendrogram that guides the

progressive structural alignment algorithm. Structures and structure

sets are superimposed in order of similarity by following the

dendrogram from the branches to the root. At each node, a dynamic

programming algorithm obtains a tentative alignment of the

two structure sets and generates a superposition of the struct-

ures. This process is iterated to maximize the number of aligned

residues.

This structural alignment method does require that the molecules

being aligned have similar structural signatures. For this reason,

Multiple Alignment should be used for a single domain evolutionary

analysis and not for alignment of larger multi-domain proteins,

unless the multi-domain proteins display homology over all

domains. Attempting to align unrelated multi-domain structures

or dissimilar proteins with STAMP may result in STAMP’s failure

to align the proteins. Before failure, STAMP may spend several

minutes attempting to compute an alignment. For this reason, users

are warned and given an option to abort the alignment before

attempting to align multi-domain structures. If the user does decide

to attempt this, structures should be loaded in order from shortest

to longest.�To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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4 USAGE FEATURES

Multiple Alignment provides a number of features for protein struc-

ture analysis. After aligning multiple protein structures, users can:

� Color the 3D display of structures by structure (Qres, defined in

Fig. 1), sequence conservation or RMSD per residue (Fig. 2).

� Display a UPGMA phylogenetic tree based on one of two

structural measures: QH or RMSD (Fig. 3). Structural trees

based on QH have been shown to be congruent to sequence-

derived trees (O’Donoghue and Luthey-Schulten, 2003).

� Export structural alignments and secondary structure informa-

tion in FASTA format.

� Export transformed coordinates of aligned proteins.

A tutorial demonstrating the above features is available through our

website at http://www.scs.uiuc.edu/~schulten/tutorial-aars.pdf.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

VMD is available for Windows and MacOS X, in addition to Linux

and most UNIX platforms. VMD includes a Tcl/Tk scripting inter-

face allowing for the implementation of plugins extending the

functionality of the core program. Multiple Alignment is imple-

mented as a set of Tcl/Tk plugins for VMD, which facilitates

rapid implementation and debugging of the interface while taking

advantage of the powerful, fast scripting language interface to

VMD’s core functions.

Several of the features of Multiple Alignment are implemented as

Tcl wrappers around C or C++ programs. STAMP (Russell and

Barton, 1992), which is used to align the protein structures, is a

C program compiled separately for each of the platforms VMD runs

on. The Tcl wrapper provides an interface for calling the C program

from Multiple Alignment using a uniform method on all platforms.

Structural similarity is evaluated using the metric QH that accounts

for contributions from both aligned and gapped portions of the

pairwise alignments (O’Donoghue and Luthey-Schulten, 2005).

Both it and RMSD can be used to constructed the distance-based

phylogenetic trees. Qres (Fig. 1) determines the degree of structural

similarity per residue for only the aligned portions of the complete

multiple structure alignment.

The multiple structure alignment including gaps is orthogonally

encoded in an alignment matrix. Multiple Alignment includes a C++
implementation of the QR factorization of the alignment matrix that

orders the proteins by increasing structural similarity and can be

used to identify a non-redundant set of proteins for subsequent

analysis (O’Donoghue and Luthey-Schulten, 2005). The multidi-

mensional QR factorization algorithm is also available on our

website.

6 FUTURE WORK

Version 2.0 of the Multiple Alignment plugin is currently under

development; we hope to have this version available early in

2006. It will add many sequence and metadata search features

to the application described here. Features of the new version

include independent analysis of structure and sequence data,

importing and filtering of multiple structures and sequences from

BLAST searches, CLUSTALW (Higgins et al., 1994) alignments of

sequences, and sequence editing.

7 CONCLUSION

Multiple Alignment represents a first step in adding structural bio-

informatics capabilities to VMD, which is already widely used

within the community for MD trajectory analysis. By providing

Fig. 1. i and j are residue numbers of sequences n; i0 and j0 are residues in

sequences m that are aligned to ni and nj, respectively. r is the distance

between residues i and j in a particular alignment. Nseq is the number of

sequences in the alignment. Nres is the number of residues in the current

sequence. k is 2 when the residue is on the end, 3 otherwise because the

metric ignores comparisons of the residue with itself and with its immediate

neighbors in the sequence.

Fig. 2. Multiple structural alignment of a representative set of the class II

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases. Structures are colored by structural conserva-

tion Qres. User-selected residues are highlighted on both the sequence and

structure displays.

Fig. 3. A phylogenetic tree, based on theQH structural measure, derived from

the structural alignment in Figure 2.
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researchers with tools to work synergistically with mul-

tiple structures and their associated sequences, we hope to help

address complex problems relating to evolutionary changes in bio-

logical molecules. Our long range goal is to develop an interface that

is useful for experimentalists and theoreticians who are working in

both the sequence and structural worlds of molecular biology.
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